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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2371-The superpowers that controlled The 
Spirit Cage were anxious this past month. There were more than ten of them. 

Who would have expected one of the Leila rulers, Empress Elora, to come 
into The Spirit Cage and ask them to collect all the precious treasures? 

She was one of the five Leila rulers! 

Someone on the top of Leila’s pyramid! 

She was also the belief of every creature in Leila. 

Since birth, they have heard about the legend and deeds of the five Leila 
rulers. 

It was not an exaggeration to say that as long as the five Leila rulers were 
around, they could live without worries in Leila. 

Without the five rulers, Leila would have been invaded by the other level 9 
civilizations. 

So, why would someone like that enter The Spirit Cage to collect treasures for 
increasing her soul power? 

This went against common sense. 

An Overlord’s soul power was already at the top of The Spirit Cage and it 
could not be further increased in The Spirit Cage. Otherwise, wouldn’t the five 
rulers stay in The Spirit Cage and take all the resources here? 

Even though everyone was curious and could not confirm Empress Elora’s 
identity, they could only listen to her orders obediently. They did not dare to 
have even the slightest doubt. 

Moreover, they did not even tell anyone about this and kept it in their hearts. 

To be honest, everyone understood that even if this Empress Elora were fake, 
they would just accept it. 



After all, this was the first time someone dared impersonate Empress Elora. 
When the time came, someone would naturally teach the impersonator a 
lesson. 

The best way to solve this right now was to complete the task Empress ELora 
gave them. 

Then, they would pass the news back to their families and ask their 
grandmasters to confirm this. 

After all, their grandmasters were partial Overlords and they could get into 
contact with the five high and mighty Leila rulers. 

No matter what the result, this would no longer be their business anymore. 

It would be fine if Empress Elora was the real deal. If she was a fake, 
Empress Elora would take action against them, so they did not have to worry 
about this. 

They were all suspecting Empress Elora right now, but what if she was the 
real deal? 

That would be a huge sin that could lead to their entire bloodline being wiped 
out! 

Moreover, they would even become the public enemy of the entire Leila. 

No one would dothat. 

So, in the eight main cities of The Spirit Cage, the forces collected the most 
precious treasures in the city according to Elora’s wishes. Then, they handed 
everything to her. 

They did not dare to hide any of the treasures for themselves. 

This was related to Empress Elora, one of the five Leila rulers, so everyone 
had to treat this seriously. 

In a remote and secluded place somewhere in The Spirit Cage. 

Elora was sitting with her legs crossed. 



She found this place after she got her pile of top-tier treasures of heaven and 
earth. 

As she looked at the treasures next to her, piled mountain- high, Elora fell into 
deep thought. 

With these, she should be able to restore half of her soul power soon. 

Even though she could not return to her peak, that would be enough. 

After recovering, she could forcefully leave The Spirit Cage to go back to the 
real world. 

She would tell Sylvio and the others about the Robotias and the Soul 
Devourers working together to invade Leila. Then, through Sylvio, she would 
pass the news to the other major forces in Leila so that they would be ready 
for the battle. 

At the same time, the other four Overlords could help her rebuild her body so 
that she could participate in the battle too. 

The Robotias and the Soul Devourers would be shocked to see her joining the 
battle so soon after she self-detonated and left only a trace of her soul power. 

A cold smirk appeared on Elora’s face. 

She would not let those two races get away with this. 

As long as she could let Sylvio and the others know, they would be prepared 
and it would be hard for the two races to invade Leila. 

Then, the smirk on Elora’s face disappeared. She curled her lips and showed 
a gentle smile. 

If others saw this expression of hers, they would be beyond shocked. 

Including Sylvio, Lufian, and the other Overlords. 

They had never seen Elora show a smile like this before. 

Normally, she would be expressionless, no matter who she was with. Cold 
and aloof. 



 


